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How to Attend Google Classroom

Google Classroom is an online learning management system designed to streamline the digital

classroom experience for educators and students. It enables teachers to create and distribute

assignments, provide feedback, and communicate with students in a centralized platform. Our

speaker showed the demo of how to attend Google Classroom to DLLE students and gave some

valuable important uses of this Google Classroom so the students can access course materials,

submit assignments, collaborate with peers, and interact with teachers, fostering a cohesive and

efficient virtual learning environment.

Objectives:

1. Familiarization with Google Classroom: To introduce college students to the features

and functionalities of Google Classroom, enabling them to navigate and utilize the platform

effectively.

2. Remote learning adaptation: To help students adapt to the remote learning environment

by providing them with the necessary skills to participate in and engage with Google

Classroom.

3. Organization and time management: To promote effective organization and time

management skills for students attending online classes through Google Classroom.



Outcomes:

1. Google Classroom navigation: Participants became proficient in navigating the Google

Classroom interface, and accessing assignments, announcements, and resources.

2. Online class participation: Participants learned how to actively participate in online

classes by joining meetings, responding to discussions, and engaging in virtual learning

activities within Google Classroom.

3. Organization and time management skills: Participants developed effective

organizational and time management skills to keep track of assignments, due dates, and course

materials within Google Classroom.

Participants:

1. Chief Guest

2. Extension Teacher

3. DLLE student
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ACTIVITY REPORT
Name of the Activity – How to Attend Google Classroom

Date – 23/07/2020 Time- 1:30 p.m.

No. of Students Participated – 19 (Boys: 09 & Girls: 10)

About the Activity –

The lecture was conducted on a Zoom online platform. Prof. Prashant Mogle introduced the
resource person Dr. Dakshata Patil, Department of Botany, Sonopant Dandekar College, Palghar.
Madam gave instructions to students on how to attend Google Classroom and how it is a
user-friendly platform for accessing assignments, interacting with teachers, and collaborating
with classmates from anywhere with an internet connection. Prof. Asmita Raut presented a vote
of thanks.

Objectives:

1. Familiarization with Google Classroom: To introduce college students to the features and
functionalities of Google Classroom, enabling them to navigate and utilize the platform
effectively.

2. Remote learning adaptation: To help students adapt to the remote learning environment by
providing them with the necessary skills to participate in and engage with Google Classroom.

Outcomes:

1. Google Classroom navigation: Participants became proficient in navigating the Google
Classroom interface, and accessing assignments, announcements, and resources.

2. Online class participation: Participants learned how to actively participate in online classes by
joining meetings, responding to discussions, and engaging in virtual learning activities within
Google Classroom.

3. Organization and time management skills: Participants developed effective organizational and
time management skills to keep track of assignments, due dates, and course materials within
Google Classroom.
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Students Attendance

Prof. Dakshata Patil Madam delivered an online lecture on

“How to Attend Google Classroom”


